
Appendix B
Report of the Committee to Study the Materials from the Reformed
Churches of Australia re Christ’s Descent Into Hell

I.   Introduction: background, mandate, and structure of the report
In 1994 the synod of the Reformed Churches of Australia (RCA) was

presented with a gravamen against the statement “he descended into hell” in
the Apostles’ Creed and the Athanasian Creed and against the explanation of
the clause in Heidelberg Catechism Question and Answer 44.  The substance
of the gravamen, as summarized by the ecumenical secretary of the RCA, is as
follows:

• The physical descent of the Lord Jesus into hell is not taught in Scripture.
• While the use of the descensus still enjoys wide acceptance, this should not

deter us from amending a creedal statement if the statement is deemed to be
inaccurate or false.

• The explanation given to the statement in Heidelberg Catechism Question
and Answer 44 underscores the fact that the Lord did not physically descend
into hell.

• The phrase in question was a later addition to the text of the creed.

The 1994 RCA synod referred the question to a study committee, which
reported its findings to the synod of 1997.  The majority of the three-member
study committee recommended that the text of the Apostles’ Creed be
changed to “he descended to the dead”; or, failing that, that it be replaced by
the phrase “suffered the pangs of hell on the cross,” which would be inserted
after “crucified”; or, failing that, that the words “he descended into hell” be
deleted from the text; or, failing that, that a footnote be added to the text of the
Apostles’ Creed explaining that “by this we understand that Christ suffered
the pangs of hell just prior to and on the cross.”

The RCA synod of 1997 sympathized with the gravamen and with some of
the findings and recommendations of the study committee but believed it to
be somewhat presumptuous to change the text of the creed unilaterally.  The
synod eventually decided to retain the present wording of the creed, to add an
explanatory footnote similar to the one recommended by the study committee,
and to submit the gravamen, study-committee report, and 1997 synodical
decisions to the Reformed Ecumenical Council (REC) for consideration at its
2000 assembly.  The synod also decided to send these materials to denomina-
tions with which the RCA is in ecclesiastical fellowship and to ask that they
study the “descent” clause and report their conclusions and advice to the
RCA.  One of these churches in ecclesiastical fellowship is the Christian
Reformed Church in North America (CRC), whose Interchurch Relations
Committee (IRC) received the materials in February 1998.

At its April 1998 meeting the IRC reviewed the materials from the RCA and
decided to appoint a committee with the following mandate (IRC Minutes of
4/24/98, Art. 5:5): 

a. To examine materials received from the Reformed Churches of Australia
regarding the gravamen against the “descent into hell” clause in the Apostles’
Creed.

b. To report, with advice, to the IRC at its December 1998 meeting.
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Appointed to this committee were Dr. Henry Zwaanstra (convener), Dr. Lyle
Bierma (secretary), Dr. Richard Muller, and Dr. Ronald Feenstra.

This study committee met three times over a four-month period in 1998.
During these sessions it reviewed (A) the history of the CRC’s own treatment of
gravamina against the confessions, (B) the three documents from the RCA, and
(C) an extensive historical-theological-exegetical study of the question, pre-
pared by Richard Muller.  In December 1998 the committee submitted its report
to the IRC, which decided to forward it to Synod 1999 for approval.  After
reviewing the report, however, Synod 1999 referred it back to the IRC for
revision and resubmission to Synod 2000, though allowing the IRC to relate its
study progress to the RCA during the course of the next year.  The IRC in turn
decided in October 1999 to return the report to its study committee for revision.  

What follows is the revised version of the report, submitted to and
approved by the IRC in February 2000.  The report is organized in the follow-
ing way: first, a review of the subscription to and amendment of creeds and
confessions in the CRC; second, a summary of some of the committee’s own
exegetical, historical, and theological study of the “descent” clause; third, a list
of the objections to the “descent” clause raised in the RCA materials and
elsewhere and the committee’s responses to these objections; and, finally, the
IRC’s response to the official decisions of the 1997 RCA synod in the form of a
set of recommendations to Synod 2000.

II.   Subscription to and amendment of creeds and confessions in the
Christian Reformed Church in North America

A.   Subscription
The Christian Reformed Church in North America requires all its profes-

sors, ministers, evangelists, elders, and deacons, when ordained and/or
installed in office, to sign a form of subscription, thus indicating their agree-
ment with the church’s doctrinal standards.  Article 5 of the Church Order
says, “All officebearers, on occasions stipulated by conciliar, classical, and
synodical regulations, shall signify their agreement with the doctrine of the
church by signing the Form of Subscription.” The form presently in use was
adopted by Synod 1988.  The supplement to Article 5 also includes a statement
of guidelines and regulations for submitting gravamina asking for changes or
amendments to the church’s creeds and confessions and for understanding the
meaning of subscription by signing the form.  The following guidelines
pertain to subscription (CRC’s Church Order Supplement, Article 5):

1. The person signing the Form of Subscription subscribes without reservation
to all the doctrines contained in the standards of the church, as being
doctrines which are taught in the Word of God.

2. The subscriber does not by his subscription declare that these doctrines are all
stated in the best possible manner, or that the standards of our church cover
all that the Scriptures teach on the matters confessed.  Nor does he declare
that every teaching of the Scriptures is set forth in our confessions, or that
every heresy is rejected and refuted by them.

3. A subscriber is only bound by his subscription to those doctrines which are
confessed, and is not bound to the references, allusions, and remarks that are
incidental to the formulation of these doctrines nor to the theological
deductions which some may draw from the doctrines set forth in the
confessions.  However, no one is free to decide for himself or for the church
what is and what is not the doctrine confessed in the standards.  In the event
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that such a question should arise, the decision of the assemblies of the church
shall be sought and acquiesced in.

B.   Amendment of creeds and confessions

1. Belgic Confession Article 36
The CRC has amended only one of its articles of faith, Belgic Confession

Article 36. It did so on three occasions.  After the Reformed Churches in the
Netherlands (GKN) amended Article 36 at the Synod of Utrecht in 1905, the
Christian Reformed Church in 1910 decided to place an asterisk after the
word “worship” in Article 36, which deals with the task of the civil magis-
trate.  The sentence read, “. . . and thus may remove and prevent all idolatry
and false worship*, that the kingdom of the antichrist may be thus
destroyed and the kingdom of Christ promoted.” The note attached rather
extensively explained the relationship of the magistrate to the church after
the Constantinian change and under circumstances of ecclesiastical estab-
lishment.  This note affirmed as a matter of principle the independence of
the church alongside of the state.  Both the state and the church were
institutions of God with mutual rights and obligations.  Nevertheless, they
had their own territory and must not interfere with each other.

In 1936 the Calvin Theological Seminary faculty sent a communication to
synod indicating that in its judgment an inconsistency or conflict existed in
the church’s creedal formulation of the proper relationship between the
church and the state.  Specifically, the faculty said, a conflict existed between
Article 36 of the Belgic Confession and the note appended by the synod of
1910.  The note officially contradicted part of Article 36.  The faculty, more-
over, argued that an explanatory note should be added to a creed only if the
creed is open to more than one interpretation and it becomes necessary to
determine officially which of the various interpretations represents the
conviction of the church.  The note appended in 1910, the faculty claimed,
was in no sense explanatory, but frankly critical, and in fact it contradicted
the confession.  The note affirmed that religious freedom, the separation of
church and state, and the lordship and kingship of Christ over his church
were teachings demanded by the New Testament.  If these teachings were
really the conviction of the church, they should be expressed in the creed
itself, since the creed was the formal and official declaration of the church’s
faith.  The faculty’s concern and communication were occasioned by fear of
the rising totalitarian states and the very real possibility of infringements on
religious freedom and the independence of the church.

Synod 1938 exscinded from Article 36 the following clauses: “and thus
may remove and prevent all idolatry and false worship, that the kingdom
of antichrist may thus be destroyed.” In order to make the remaining
clauses form a grammatically correct sentence, other slight changes were
introduced.  The complete sentence as amended read, “Their office [the
magistrates] is not only to have regard unto and watch for the welfare of the
civil state, but also to protect the sacred ministry* that the Kingdom of
Christ may thus be promoted.” The asterisk after “sacred ministry”
signaled an appended note.  The note contained the original text of the
article and briefly presented the history of the changes made in it by the
CRC in 1910 and 1938.  The confessional change introduced in 1938 was the
same as that adopted by the GKN in 1905.
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Not everyone, however, was satisfied with this change in wording.  If
religious freedom and the separation of church and state were indeed
teachings demanded by the New Testament, why was the new wording
any less objectionable than the original?  Was not the magistrates’ promo-
tion of the kingdom of Christ as much a violation of the separation of
church and state as the magistrates’ removal of idolatry and false worship?
After two more decades of wrestling with these questions, Synod 1958
provisionally accepted a second change to Article 36—a reformulation
proposed by the Reformed Churches in the Netherlands.  Synod did this
“with the intention of attaining to a final formulation of the controversial
words of Article 36 of the Belgic Confession in united action with the other
member churches of the RES which maintain the Belgic Confession.”  The
substitute statement was placed in a footnote to Article 36 until 1985, when
it replaced the 1938 wording of the text in the CRC’s new translation of the
Belgic Confession.  At Synod 1985 a third change to Article 36 was also
adopted, the removal of the paragraph referring to the detesting of the
Anabaptists.  The original paragraph was placed in a footnote.

2. Proposed modifications of other articles of the Belgic Confession
In 1952 Calvin Christian Reformed Church of Grand Rapids presented

an overture to synod asking synod “to study the weight and relevancy” of
objections raised by one of its members to certain doctrinal expressions
found in the Belgic Confession.  These objections had to do with the listing
of the books of the Bible, the author of Hebrews, the use of proof texts, and
certain statements regarding the sacraments.  The appointed study commit-
tee submitted majority and minority reports.  Both reports recommended
redactional modifications in the confession.

Synod 1957 decided not to adopt any changes in the confession without
prior consultation with other Reformed churches holding the same confes-
sions.  The same synod decided to appoint a new study committee to
consider whether the proposed modifications should be made and to invite
sister churches to respond to any redactional modifications the committee
wished to propose.

In its report to Synod 1961, the study committee indicated that the
problem of modifications of the confession could be approached in three
different ways.  The confession could be thoroughly revised and made up-
to-date.  Second, it could be reedited and revised only insofar as was
necessary to remove misunderstandings caused by the text itself.  And,
finally, the confession could be retained as it was.  If the last option was
followed, a reasoned statement indicating why no alterations should be
made in the text of the creed would have to be presented.

Most members of the study committee supported the second option.
They argued that the need for making some changes was supported by the
fact that the present text might contribute to misunderstanding and might
even say in some instances what the church did not want it to say.  The
majority proposed five redactional modifications.

A minority favored the third option and argued for retaining the confes-
sion as it was.  The minority’s basic contention was that whenever a
historical-textual approach to the confession offered satisfactory answers to
objections raised to it, the confession should not be subjected to redactional
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modifications.  The minority presented arguments to support its position.
The most pertinent are summarized as follows:

a. The demand for incidental corrections in the confession suggested a too
literalistic approach.  The confession could be wholeheartedly endorsed
without insisting on a rigidly literal reading.

b. The modification of disputed passages would at best be a patchwork
approach to the confession and would not touch the heart of the ques-
tion: How should the confession be approached to gain a proper under-
standing of it?

c. The confession admittedly was intended to speak meaningfully to its
readers.  In the judgment of the minority, the confession still did this,
even though it was four hundred years old.

d. Most importantly, a historical-textual approach to the confession would
provide satisfactory answers to the objections raised.  By keeping the
Belgic Confession in its proper historical context and by applying sound
exegetical methods to it, the difficulties could be greatly alleviated and at
least satisfactorily explained.  

Synod 1961 followed the judgment of the minority and did not accede to
the suggested alterations.

3. The Apostles’ Creed
The Christian Reformed Church has never amended an ecumenical

creed. Synod 1988 approved a new English translation of the Apostles’
Creed.  This new translation included four revisions of the older version.
The word “creator” replaced “maker”; the word “begotten” was deleted;
“died” replaced “was dead”; and the words “I believe” before the confes-
sion of the holy catholic church were also deleted.  The translation commit-
tee argued for these revisions on the basis of the original Latin text (textus
receptus).  Despite overtures asking that the word universal be substituted
for “catholic” in order to avoid confusion and misunderstanding between
the church confessed in the creed and the Roman Catholic Church, the
committee decided to retain the word “catholic.”  The committee did so
because it could not find a word to replace “catholic” that affirmed both the
historical and worldwide character of the church. Synod, however, decided
to place an asterisk after the word “catholic” and attached this explanatory
note: “that is, the true Christian church of all times and all places.”

In summary, the Christian Reformed Church three times amended a
single article of its confessions (Belgic Confession, Article 36) because it was
deemed to be in conflict with the clear teaching of Scripture.  It also once
added an explanatory note to one of its ecumenical creeds.  Rather than
opting for incidental and occasional redactional modifications of its
confessions, the Christian Reformed Church has followed a historical-
textual approach to understanding them.  The guidelines stated in the
Church Order Supplement, Article 5 enable the Christian Reformed Church
to be a confessional Reformed church with integrity, while at the same time
recognizing the historical character of the confessions and the distinctive
manner in which they express themselves.
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III.   Historical, theological, and exegetical considerations re the “descent”
clause

In any consideration of what the clause “he descended into hell” means and
whether it should be removed from the Apostles’ Creed, several questions
must be addressed: (A) What does the Apostles’ Creed mean when it affirms
Christ’s descent into hell? (B) Is it a late addition to the Apostles’ Creed, and, if
so, does its late appearance count against it?  (C) How have Christians (and
especially Reformed Christians) understood this clause? (D) Is the clause
rooted in Scripture? (E) Would it be preferable to translate the clause in some
other way? Answers to questions such as these will help to elucidate the
meaning, historical standing, and biblical basis of the creed’s affirmation that
Jesus Christ descended into hell.

A.   What does the Apostles’ Creed mean when it affirms Christ’s descent into hell? 
The first step to answering this question involves a brief study of the

creedal language. As is the case with the other creedal articles, the language of
the descent clause is not perfectly uniform. The majority of creeds that include
the clause read descendit ad inferna (Aquileia, Caesarius, Pseudo-Augustine, the
Gallican Sacramentary, Idelfonsus, Itherius, Pirminius, Gregory II). Several
have ad infernum (Venantius Fortunatus, Pseudo-Chrysostom, Pseudo-
Augustine); several others offer ad inferos (Old Irish, Fourth Council of Toledo,
Athanasian Creed). The phrases ad inferna and ad infernum are nearly identical
in meaning: ad with the accusative form of a noun is the prepositional form
typically used to indicate “the place to which” or the end of motion. The
phrase ad inferna understands the noun infernum as a neuter plural, indicating
“to the lower or infernal regions,” whereas the phrase ad infernum takes
infernum as a neuter singular, indicating “to the depth of the earth” or “to the
lower or infernal region.”  The phrase ad inferos, however, is susceptible to two
readings: the noun is inferus, which can indicate the lower region or regions or,
in the plural, the inhabitants of the lower regions, namely, the dead.  Thus ad
inferos, inferus here taking the form of a masculine plural, can be rendered
either “to the lower regions” or “to the dead,” understood specifically as “the
inhabitants of the lower regions.”  The last of these options is implied by the
use of the masculine form (that is, inferus as a reference to persons) rather than
the neuter form (that is, inferum as a reference to things)—but when this option
is taken, the term clearly does not mean “the dead” in the sense of bodies of
the deceased but rather the dead specifically as the inhabitants of infernum or
inferus.

There are, in sum, two different words used in the Latin creeds, infernum
and inferus and three distinct creedal forms: ad inferna (acc. neuter pl., from the
nominative infernum); ad infernum (acc. neuter sing., from the nominative
infernum); and ad inferos (acc. masc. pl., from the nominative inferus).  The
various Latin forms of the creed say that Christ descended to “the lower or
infernal region(s)” or to “the inhabitants of the lower regions.”

It is important to note that the Apostles’ Creed does not teach a physical
descent of Christ into hell. Christ’s descent into hell was not a bodily descent.
Instead, when it speaks of Christ’s descent to the lower regions or to the
inhabitants of the lower regions, the creed suggests that Christ in his disem-
bodied state went to the realm of the dead, which was generally thought of as
the lower parts of the earth.
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Still, confusion can arise because the English translation of the Apostles’
Creed uses the word “hell,” which can have at least two distinct referents. It
can refer either to the realm of the spirits of those who have died or to the
realm of eternal punishment. Thus the English language uses one word to
refer to realities that Scripture can readily distinguish.  Scripture uses the terms
sheol or hades to refer to the world of spirits of people who have died, and it
uses the term gehenna to refer to the realm of eternal punishment.

The possibility of confusion over the meaning of the term “hell” is com-
pounded because the Christian tradition has made use of both understandings
of the term in interpreting the Apostles’ Creed’s reference to Christ’s descent
into hell. Some understand Christ’s descent into hell as a descent into hades—
the realm of the dead; but others understand “hell” to refer to the place of
eternal punishment and then interpret the descent figuratively rather than
literally. Thus the early church, understanding the clause as descent into
hades, took the Creed to affirm that Christ descended to the place of the dead
or the “lower regions” of the earth, not to the place of final punishment. But
Calvin and the Heidelberg Catechism, understanding the clause as referring to
the place of eternal punishment, took the Apostles’ Creed to affirm that Christ
suffered the pangs of eternal punishment on the cross and earlier.

B.   Is the affirmation of Christ’s descent into hell a late addition to the Apostles’ Creed,
and, if so, does its late appearance count against it? 

Both parts of this question are important: When did this clause appear in
the creed, and when did it become part of the common teaching that was held
by leading theologians of the church?  Even if the clause was a relatively late
entry into the Apostles’ Creed, was it held by only a few writers of the early
church, or by most of them?

The clause “he descended into hell” was a relative latecomer to the creedal
tradition. It first appeared in Christian creeds after the middle of the fourth
century.  According to J. N. D. Kelly’s Early Christian Creeds, the clause may
have appeared before A.D. 360 in some Eastern creeds.  The first documented
appearance of the clause in a creed was in the Fourth Formula of Sirmium (the
“Dated Creed” of A.D. 359). In the West, the first documented appearance of
the clause in a creed is in the Aquileian Creed, which was known to Rufinus (c.
A.D. 345-410), an Aquileian priest, around A.D. 390. Around A.D. 404, in a
comparison of his own church’s creed with the Roman Creed (which was the
basis for what became known as the Apostles’ Creed), Rufinus observed that
this clause did not appear in the Roman Creed or in Eastern creeds known to
him. The clause appeared in several other creeds during the next three
centuries. Although the text of the Apostles’ Creed fluctuated for many years,
Kelly argues that it had reached a relatively fixed form by the late sixth or early
seventh century. Thus, by the seventh century, “he descended into hell”
appeared in a majority of Western creedal formulae. 

Although it must be admitted that “he descended into hell” entered the
creedal tradition relatively late, this admission must be qualified. The fourth
century was not an especially late time for creedal development. The first
creedal reference to Christ’s descent into hell occurred only a few decades after
the Council of Nicaea introduced the word homoousios into the creedal tradi-
tion. The trinitarian formula that God is one essence and three hypostases (a
point that Nicaea had denied) only became a conciliar teaching in the synodi-
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cal letter of the Second Council of Constantinople in 382—around the same
time that Christ’s descent into hell was included in the Aquileian Creed. It is
also important to remember that the first formal “rules of faith” appeared little
more than a century and a half before some creeds began to refer to Christ’s
descent into hell.

Even if “he descended into hell” was a relatively late entry into the
Apostles’ Creed, that fact does not reveal the status of the doctrine itself in the
early church. When did it become part of the common teaching that was held
by leading theologians of the church? Although the clause does not appear in
second-century rules of faith, it does appear in writings by some of the
church’s earliest theologians: Irenaeus of Lyons, Hippolytus, Melito of Sardis,
Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and Tertullian (all from the second and third
centuries). In addition, theologians such as Athanasius and Augustine held to
the doctrine of Jesus Christ’s descent into hell (hades) after his death.

John Calvin offers a helpful perspective on the biblical and historical
grounding for this clause. In the 1559 edition of his Institutes of the Christian
Religion, he argues that even though the clause “he descended into hell” was
not part of the earliest creeds, Christians must confess it. He gives two main
reasons for keeping the clause: (1) we know that early Christians held to
Christ’s descent into hell, since the church fathers, despite having various
explanations of the doctrine, all mention it; and (2) like other elements in the
Apostles’ Creed, this clause has been derived from God’s Word. 

C.   In order to come to a proper estimate of the Apostles’ Creed’s affirmation of Christ’s
descent into hell, it will be helpful to explore how Christians (and especially Reformed
Christians) have understood the clause.

What becomes apparent upon examination is that Reformed Christians
have available at least two or three legitimate and helpful understandings of
Christ’s descent into hell.

Already in the sixteenth century there were three distinct understandings of
the clause among Reformed theologians: (1) Ulrich Zwingli and Heinrich
Bullinger understood Christ’s descent as his entering into the presence of
departed believers—a descent into hades.  In this view, Christ’s descent into
hades supports the doctrine of the intermediate state by showing that souls
continue to exist even after bodily death. (2) Calvin and the Heidelberg
Catechism offered a second way of interpreting Christ’s descent into hell.
Already in the 1536 edition of his Institutes of the Christian Religion, Calvin
offers his interpretation: Christ’s descent into hell “means that he had been
afflicted by God, and felt the dread and severity of divine judgment, in order
to intercede with God’s wrath and make satisfaction to his justice in our
name.” Calvin’s view is reflected in Question and Answer 44 of the Heidelberg
Catechism: “Q. Why does the creed add, ‘He descended to hell’? A. To assure
me in times of personal crisis and temptation that Christ my Lord, by suffering
unspeakable anguish, pain, and terror of soul, especially on the cross but also
earlier, has delivered me from the anguish and torment of hell.” Unlike
Zwingli, Bullinger, and the main tradition of interpretation before him, Calvin
sees Christ’s descent into hell not as a stage between his death and his resur-
rection but as a way of emphasizing the severity and substitutionary character
of Christ’s suffering. (3) Theodore Beza offered a third (and, in our opinion,
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less satisfying) understanding of the clause, arguing that the “descent”
referred to Christ’s burial.

In the seventeenth century, the Leiden Synopsis (1626) identified several
permissible Reformed understandings of the clause descendit ad inferna or
infernum: (1) If infernum or inferus is understood as the realm or state of the
dead (sheol in Hebrew, hades in Greek), Christ descended into death.
Supporting this interpretation is the subsequent creedal statement that on the
third day Christ rose again from the dead. (2) The clause refers to Christ’s
entire state of humiliation (the position of Calvin and the Heidelberg
Catechism). (3) The descent refers to Christ’s three days under the power of
death.  In this view, this clause adds something to the affirmation that Christ
was buried, since burial refers to the body alone, whereas the state of death
refers to the separation of body and soul that occurs at death. In addition,
Petrus van Mastricht argued for a concept of a threefold descent: into suffer-
ing, into the grave, and into the power of death.

D.   Scriptural warrant for the “descent” clause
Now that the range of possible meanings of the clause has been explored, it

is important to see whether Scripture supports the creedal affirmation that
Jesus Christ descended into hell. Given that the clause can be understood in
two or three ways, we consider whether each interpretation has biblical
support. 

1. If the descent into hell is understood as Christ’s descent to the realm or state
of the dead (the view of the early church and some Reformers), several
biblical passages can be appealed to for support:

a. Acts 2:27, 31: In its account of Peter’s Pentecost sermon, the book of Acts
records Peter’s citation of Psalm 16:10: “For you do not give me up to
Sheol, or let your faithful one see the Pit” (NRSV).  According to Acts 2,
Peter mentioned this verse twice, first as part of an extended excerpt
from Psalm 16 and then by itself (Acts 2:27, 31).  In the context, Peter is
arguing that Jesus of Nazareth, who had been crucified, was raised up
and freed from death by God, since it was impossible for him to be held
in death’s power (Acts 2:22-24).  Peter contrasts David, who died and
was buried, with Jesus the Messiah, of whose resurrection David spoke
when he said, “He was not abandoned to hades, nor did his flesh
experience corruption” (Acts 2:31, NRSV). Although this passage does
not directly say that Jesus descended to hades, it does say that God did
not abandon him to hades, but raised him up, thereby suggesting that
Jesus occupied hades from his death to his resurrection. 

b. Matthew 12:40: “For just as Jonah was three days and three nights in the
belly of the sea monster, so for three days and three nights the Son of
Man will be in the heart of the earth” (NRSV). The key phrase here, “in
the heart of the earth,” indicates the center or interior and thus not
merely the grave, but sheol, hades, the realm of the dead.  Although the
activity of Christ in the intermediate state or the theological implication
of the “descent” is not referred to directly in the passage, the passage is
indeed a reference to Christ’s intermediate state and not merely to his
burial in the tomb.
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c. Ephesians 4:9: In the context of a discussion of Christ’s gifts to his
people, Ephesians quotes Psalm 68:18 regarding the gifts that followed
on Christ’s ascension and his defeat of “captivity” (Eph. 4:8). After
quoting the psalm, Ephesians adds, “When it says, ‘He ascended,’ what
does it mean but that he had also descended into the lower parts of the
earth?  He who descended is the same one who ascended far above all
the heavens, so that he might fill all things” (Eph. 4:9-10, NRSV).  For
present purposes, the important point is the reference to Christ’s descent
into the lower parts of the earth.  To what does this refer?  Although it is
possible that the descent referred to here is Christ’s descent to earth, it
seems more likely that this descent is Christ’s journey to hades, the realm
of the dead. This latter reading is confirmed when the passage is com-
pared to Acts 2:27, 31 and Romans 10:6-7: “Do not say in your heart, . . .
‘who will descend into the abyss’ (that is, to bring Christ up from the
dead)” (NRSV).

d. I Peter 3:18-19; 4:6: In the context of encouraging those who were
suffering for doing good, I Peter points out that “Christ also suffered for
sins once for all, the righteous for the unrighteous, in order to bring you
to God. He was put to death in the flesh, but made alive in the spirit, in
which also he went and made a proclamation to the spirits in prison,
who in former times did not obey, when God waited patiently in the
days of Noah” (I Pet. 3:18-20a, NRSV).  Several verses later, after encour-
aging believers to live the rest of their earthly lives not by human desires
but by the will of God, the epistle adds,  “For this is the reason the gospel
was proclaimed even to the dead, so that, though they had been judged
in the flesh as everyone is judged, they might live in the spirit as God
does” (I Pet. 4:6, NRSV).  These passages from I Peter raise many difficult
issues.  If they are connected, as is being done here, they lead to such
questions as whether those who disobeyed God during Noah’s day (or
perhaps even all who had disobeyed God prior to Christ’s death) were
given an opportunity to hear the gospel proclaimed by the crucified
Christ and whether they then had the opportunity to repent. As a result,
these passages have been debated for centuries. They never were the
chief support of the doctrine of Christ’s descent in the early church.
Augustine explicitly indicated that I Peter referred to a spiritual preach-
ing of Christ and not to the intermediate state of Christ’s soul. Reformed
theologians have followed Augustine in this reading, particularly given
their denial of notions of limbo, a waiting place for the righteous but
unbaptized dead of the Old Testament. Calvin, however, adds the
proviso that I Peter 3 indicates a grace and “power of Christ’s death” that
“penetrated even to the dead.”

2. If the descent into hell is understood as referring to Christ’s “having
suffered unspeakable anguish, pain, and terror of soul, especially on the
cross but also earlier” (the view of Calvin and the Heidelberg Catechism),
the doctrine has biblical support.  Reformed exegetes and theologians from
Calvin onward have supported this understanding of Christ’s descent with
such texts as Isaiah 53, Matthew 26:36-46, Matthew 27:45-46, Luke 22:42-44,
and Hebrews 5:7-10. When the figurative understanding of hades is
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followed, Acts 2:27, 31 also indicate that Christ experienced these profound
agonies but was delivered from them by God.

3. The third position identified by the Leiden Synopsis understands the descent
into hell as Christ’s having spent three days under the power of death. This
is also the view of British Reformed and Puritan writers and is confession-
ally attested in the Westminster Larger Catechism (Q. 50).  Again, this
understanding of the descent-into-hell doctrine can be supported biblically.
The texts drawn on here are nearly the same as those used to support the
first reading of the descent—as Christ’s soul descending to the realm of the
dead (although I Pet. 3:18-20 is omitted). The reason for this use of the same
texts is that the words sheol and hades can be understood either as indica-
tions of a subterranean realm or, on the assumption that the language of the
netherworld is itself figurative, as the state of the soul in death, separated
from the body between the moment of death and the resurrection.
Specifically, this view of the descent rests on Acts 2:27, 31; Romans 10:7; and
Ephesians 4:9.

In sum, the biblical language of sheol and hades, taken together with the
specific passages that indicate either the intense spiritual sufferings of
Christ during his entire state of humiliation or his subjection to the power
of death between the cross and his resurrection, lead to the doctrine of the
descent into hell, or hades. This conclusion, moreover, rests on the tradi-
tional churchly and Reformed hermeneutic of comparing or “conferring”
biblical passages for the purpose of their mutual interpretation.

E.   Is there a better translation?
Finally, we must consider whether it would be preferable to translate the

clause in some other way.  Would a new translation be able to avoid various
misunderstandings of the affirmation that Christ descended into hell?  It is
important to see that the range of acceptable interpretations of the creedal
statement would be narrowed by using a word other than “hell” to translate
the word infernum or inferus that appears in the creed.  A translation that read,
“he descended to the realm of the dead” (or something similar), would avoid
certain misunderstandings but would also eliminate the interpretation offered
by Calvin and the Heidelberg Catechism.  Similarly, a translation that read,
“he suffered the agony of hell” (or something similar), would avoid some
misunderstandings but would also eliminate the interpretation favored by the
early church and some Reformers that Christ’s soul descended to the realm of
the dead.  And either of these translations would eliminate the suggestion that
Christ’s descent into hell refers to his three days under the power of death.  So
it would be better to retain the translation “he descended into hell” and then to
recognize that the Reformed tradition permits several legitimate and helpful
understandings of Christ’s descent into hell.

Moreover, introducing a new translation of this clause in the creed would
raise problems for ecumenical relations. The Apostles’ Creed is one of the few
statements of faith agreed on by all—or nearly all—Western Christians.  Our
common confession of this creed provides one of the few evidences of unity in
a divided church.  To revise this creed by dropping the reference to Christ’s
descent into hell would further sever any remaining Christian unity.  Even
revising the translation of the creed would further separate us from other
English-speaking Christians.  Unless we are willing to work for a generally
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recognized revision of the creed or the translation of the creed, we should try
to rest content with its current form.  If a creedal statement such as the refer-
ence to Christ’s descent into hell seems confusing, it would be better to offer an
explanatory footnote than to change the actual text of the Apostles’ Creed.

In sum, the statement that Christ “descended into hell” should be retained
in the Apostles’ Creed.  The creedal statement does not mean that Christ
physically or bodily descended into the furnace of hell. In addition, the
Reformed tradition has available a variety of acceptable interpretations of
Christ’s descent into hell.  And although there are not a large number of direct
biblical references to support the Apostles’ Creed’s reference to Christ’s
descent into hell, there is sufficient support for this clause, whether it is
understood as referring to Christ’s descent to the realm of the dead, his having
suffered the pain of hell during his state of humiliation, or his having spent
three days under the power of death.  Given the variety of acceptable interpre-
tations of the creedal statement and the biblical support for each interpreta-
tion, it seems fair to judge that the Apostles’ Creed’s affirmation of Christ’s
descent into hell has an adequate biblical basis and ought to be retained.  And,
finally, any misunderstandings of the creed on this point can better be
addressed by clear teaching or even by an explanatory footnote than by
changing the text of the creed or the translation of it.

IV.   Objections and responses
Given the foregoing, we are now in a position to summarize why we

believe the clause “he descended into hell” should not be removed from the
Apostles’ Creed.  What follows are ten of the strongest objections to keeping
the clause in the creed and our responses to these objections based on the
preceding biblical and historical study.

Objection 1:  There is no biblical warrant for the doctrine of a “descent into
hell.”

Response:  The church, throughout its nearly twenty centuries, has consis-
tently offered one or more of the following texts as part of a biblical basis for
the descensus—Matthew 12:40, Acts 2:27-31, Romans 10:6-7, Ephesians 4:9-10,
I Peter 3:18-20, and Revelation 1:17-18.  The difficulty in interpreting I Peter
3:18-20 does not, moreover, stand in the way of the Reformed doctrine of
Christ’s descent.

Objection 2:  The creedal reference to “hell” indicates the place of final
punishment.  

Response:  The reference to “hell” is a translation of infernum or inferus (the
Latin equivalents of the Greek word hades), namely, the resting place of the
dead or “lower regions” of the earth, not the place of final punishment.
Moreover, none of the fathers or later commentators understood the creed as
indicating a descent of Christ to the place of eternal punishment.  The fact that
the creedal article is liable to misunderstanding is certainly not an argument
for excising it.  Rather, it demands careful explanation.

Objection 3: The Apostles’ Creed teaches a physical descent of Christ into
“hell.”

Response: As clearly indicated by the fathers of the church and by later
commentators, whether medieval or Reformation era, the descensus has almost
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invariably been referred to the soul of Christ, given that his body was for three
days in the tomb. Thus, the “descent” is to be understood as the departure of
Christ’s soul from his body and its existence in the abode of the dead, just as
“hell” in the creedal phrase indicates the intermediate state (hades) and not the
place of eternal punishment.

Objection 4: The doctrine of the descensus conflicts with Jesus’ statement to
the thief on the cross, “this day thou shalt be with me in paradise” (Luke
23:43).

Response: The issue is resolved exegetically in the recognition that
“hades,” understood as the abode of the dead, often functions as a neutral
term indicating the place of the souls or spirits of the righteous and the
unrighteous dead, whereas “paradise” indicates specifically the place of the
souls of the righteous dead.  “Paradise,” like “hades,” is to be understood as a
reference to the intermediate state.  Note that Luke 23:43, understood as a
reference to the intermediate state of Christ, has been adduced by theologians
as supporting the descensus.

Objection 5: Because Christ said “It is finished” as he died, his work of
salvation cannot be conceived as continuing beyond his death.  

Response: The meaning of Christ’s saying is unclear: he may simply have
been indicating that his physical sufferings on the cross were completed.  Even
if, moreover, the saying is understood as a reference to Christ’s satisfaction for
sin, it cannot be taken to mean that the entire work of salvation had been
completed, inasmuch as Christ’s victory over death was finalized only in the
resurrection.  The final resurrection, moreover, signals the conclusion of the
“intermediate state” for believers—just as Christ’s resurrection signaled the
conclusion of the intermediate state for the incarnate Mediator.

Objection 6: The descensus is a late addition to the creed, having no solid
precedent prior to circa A.D. 650. 

Response: Not only does the Creed of Aquileia (ca. 390) offer a precise
precedent, but there is also a series of creeds produced between A.D. 400 and
A.D. 650 that follow this pattern of confession.  What is more, given the
foundation of the creedal article in the church’s understanding of Acts 2:27-31,
Ephesians 4:9, and I Peter 3:18-19, there is extensive precedent for the creedal
article in the writings of the fathers from the early second century onward.  In
addition, at least two fathers in whose creeds the article did not appear (viz.,
Cyril of Jerusalem and Augustine) viewed the doctrine taught by the article as
a fundamental element of the apostolic faith.

Objection 7: The sole creedal reference to the descensus prior to the
Apostles’ Creed (the Creed of Aquileia) does not mean what the Apostles’
Creed indicates by “descended into hell.” 

Response: This objection is based solely on the testimony of Rufinus, who
clearly did not offer a sound reading of the creedal article at this point in his
exposition of the creed.  Furthermore, he subsequently offered the typical
patristic interpretation, that Christ’s descent into hell was a descent to the
realm of the dead.
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Objection 8: The descensus is contrary to Reformed theology.  
Response: The descensus is taught by Calvin and the Heidelberg Catechism

as indicating the suffering of Christ, especially on the cross, and by the
Westminster standards and a series of Reformed theologians of the era of
orthodoxy as referring to the intermediate state of Christ’s soul.  Therefore, we
conclude that the descensus occupies a significant place in Reformed theologi-
cal tradition.  Furthermore, these Reformed theologians, assuming the
doctrine to be biblical, worked to explain how a confession of Christ’s descent
to the realm of the dead can be taught in the context of a theology that denies
both purgatory and the limbus patrum. 

Objection 9: The Heidelberg Catechism’s answer to the question on the
meaning of the descensus simply fails to answer the question.  

Response: The catechetical question asks why the words “descended into
hell” follow the creedal confession concerning Christ’s death and burial; the
answer responds, as Calvin did, that the words have been added in order to
give believers assurance that by the fullness of Christ’s sufferings in soul (as
well as in body) they have been “redeemed from the anguish and torments of
hell.”  Syntactically, the words are a precise answer to the question as posed.
Theologically, they offer one of several permissible interpretations of the
creedal article.  As confessional Reformed believers we subscribe to but are not
limited to the explanation provided in the Heidelberg Catechism, so long any
other explanations are based on Scripture and do not contradict the interpreta-
tion in the Heidelberg Catechism.

V.   Recommendations
The foregoing revised material from the study committee was submitted to

and approved by the Interchurch Relations Committee at its meeting in
February 2000.  Having reviewed the CRC’s subscription to and amendment
of creeds and confessions, the biblical and historical materials related to the
“descent” clause, and the major objections against the clause raised by the
Reformed Churches of Australia and others, the IRC is now in a position to
respond to the RCA’s actions in 1997.  What follows are (A) the four (out of
seven) official decisions of the 1997 RCA synod that the IRC felt should be
addressed and (B) the IRC’s responses to these decisions in the form of six
recommendations to the CRC Synod 2000:

A.   The RCA decisions addressed by the IRC
The following four decisions made by the RCA re the “descent” clause were

addressed by the IRC:

2. To add a footnote to the descensus in all future printings of the Apostles’
Creed, stating, “By this we understand that Christ suffered the God-forsaken
agony of hell on the cross,” and that this report and our synodical decisions
be forwarded to the Reformed Ecumenical Council and the Churches in
Ecclesiastical Fellowship (CEF) with the RCA with the request for study and
action with a view to coming to a common agreement for any rewording of
the Apostles’ and Athanasian Creeds.

Grounds:
a. The footnote would reduce the likelihood of misunderstanding of what is

being confessed.
b. Any change would then be effected by a community of Reformed

Churches.
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3. To also send the following to the REC and CEF:  “To consider changing from
‘was crucified, dead, and buried, He descended into hell’ to ‘was crucified,
dead, and buried, having suffered the pains of hell.’”

Grounds:
a. This is true to the Reformed understanding that the pains of hell came

before the death and burial of Christ.
b. It gives creedal support to the oft-denied doctrine of hell.
c. It fits in with the meter of the original, so that there will be no stumbling if

people present follow the old version.

2. To continue to allow freedom, for those whose consciences are bothered, to
remain silent whenever this statement is publicly confessed by the church, as
previously declared by Synod 1994.

3. To declare that it [synod] has upheld the concern of the gravamen by (1)
forwarding this report and actions of the synod to the REC and CEF, (2)
suggesting the alternative wording “having suffered the pain of hell” to the
REC, and (3) adding the footnote to the Apostles’ Creed.

B.   Recommendations re the RCA’s synodical decisions listed in A above 

1. That synod commend the Reformed Churches of Australia (a) for their
pastoral sympathy with the concern of the gravamen, (b) for retaining and
not unilaterally changing the traditional wording of the descent clause, and
(c) for submitting the gravamen and synodical decisions to the Reformed
Ecumenical Council and churches in ecclesiastical fellowship for reaction.

2. That synod communicate to the RCA that, in the judgment of the CRC,
there are not adequate grounds for the original gravamen or for the RCA
synod’s attempt to uphold “the concern of the gravamen.”

Grounds:
a. The gravamen does not pay enough attention to the fact that throughout

the last two millennia the Christian church has consistently appealed to
several biblical texts as the foundation for the descensus doctrine.
Patristic, medieval, Reformation, and post-Reformation orthodox
theologians debated not whether Scripture teaches Christ’s descent into
hell but what Scripture means by this descent.

b. Not only is this article rooted in Scripture, but there is also widespread
recognition of it in the writings of the fathers from the second century
onward and in a series of creeds from the fourth through the seventh
centuries.

c. The materials submitted by the RCA do not take sufficient account of the
fact that in the history of the English language the word hell has referred
not only to the place of final punishment but also to sheol or hades,
biblical terms for the resting place of the soul in the intermediate state.
In fact, it is in this latter sense of hell that a majority of commentators in
the past have understood the descent of Christ into “hell.”

3. That synod commend the RCA for adding an explanatory footnote to the
“descent” clause.

Grounds:
a. There is indeed considerable ignorance and misunderstanding of the

meaning of this clause among those who confess the Apostles’ Creed.
b. To overcome ignorance and misunderstanding, the CRC, too, has upon

occasion added footnotes to the creeds and confessions.
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4. That synod suggest to the RCA that they alter the wording of the footnote to
read something like this: “The Christian church has never understood
Christ’s descent into hell as a literal descent into the place of eternal
punishment.  Some Christians, including some Reformed Christians, have
interpreted it as the descent of Christ’s soul into the realm or state of the
dead (hades) between his death and resurrection (see the Westminster
Larger Catechism, Q. and A. 50).  Others, including the authors of the
Heidelberg Catechism (Q. and A. 44), have understood it as a reference to
the hellish agony of eternal punishment that Christ suffered, especially on
the cross but also earlier.”

Ground:  This proposed alteration of the footnote recognizes that there are,
even in the Reformed tradition, other reasonable and responsible interpre-
tations of this clause besides that given in Heidelberg Catechism Q. and A.
44.

5. That synod suggest to the RCA that they hold to the decision to retain the
traditional wording of the “descent” clause and that they withdraw their
request that the REC consider changing the wording to “having suffered
the pains of hell.”

Grounds:
a. The materials submitted by the RCA provide no new or compelling

evidence for altering the traditional wording of the creed.
b. According to the guidelines laid out by the CRC Synod 1961, whenever a

historical-textual approach to a creed offers satisfactory answers to
objections raised against it, the creed should not be modified.  In most
situations it is a more suitable solution to respect the difficult language of
the original and to explain it with a note than to alter the historical text.

c. The proposed change in wording would limit the possible meanings of
this clause to that given by the Heidelberg Catechism, which offers just
one of several interpretations found in the Reformed tradition.  As
confessional Reformed believers, we subscribe to but are not limited to
the explanation provided in the Heidelberg Catechism.

d. The clause reflects or implies a number of important Christian teachings:
that Christ passed through the intermediate state between his death and
resurrection, that redemption’s wide scope includes even those who
have died, and that Christ made satisfaction for sin and its conse-
quences—and did so in our place.

e. Contemporary churches should be very reluctant to alter the creeds
since, although these creeds lack the authority of Scripture, nevertheless
they exercise significant authority in the church and provide valuable
service in the teaching and preaching ministry of the church.

f. The ecumenical creeds help to hold together a badly fragmented
Christian church.  Because the Apostles’ Creed has ecumenical status in
the Western church, the alteration of the “descent” clause by one or more
denominations would in effect place them creedally outside the circle of
the worldwide church.

6. That synod advise the RCA to reconsider their decision to “allow freedom,
for those whose consciences are bothered, to remain silent whenever this
statement is publicly confessed by the church.”
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Grounds:
a. Being a professing member of a confessional Reformed church requires

that one believe and confess “the doctrine contained in the Old and the
New Testaments, and in the articles of the Christian faith . . .  to be the
true and complete doctrine of salvation . . .” (Form for Public Profession
of Faith).

b. Conscientious objections should disappear once the biblical, historical,
and theological bases for this article of the creed are explained.  Good
catechetical instruction, catechism preaching, theological training, and
an explanatory note attached to the creed should help to alleviate
misunderstanding of the “descent” clause on the part of those who are
called to confess it publicly.

Appendix C
Report of the IRC Delegation to Japan and Korea

I.   Introduction
In the spring of 1999 the Interchurch Relations Committee determined that

it would be advantageous for relationships in Asia if it would send a three-
person delegation to visit with the Reformed Church in Japan (RCJ) and with
several denominations in Korea.  The RCJ has been in a close relationship
(ecclesiastical fellowship) with the CRC for nearly fifty years, and it has been
many years since a delegation of the IRC met with its leaders and assembly in
Japan.

IRC’s reasons for sending a delegation were threefold:

A.   To deepen relations with the Reformed Church of Japan.

B. To learn more about the DaeShin Presbyterian Church of Korea, which has
requested a closer relationship with the CRC.

C. To visit with the leaders of other Presbyterian churches in Korea to assess
whether other churches are also interested in a closer relationship with the
CRC.

The IRC delegation was made up of the following members:

Dr. David H. Engelhard, general secretary of the CRCNA
Rev. Edward A. Van Baak, chair of the IRC
Dr. Henry Zwaanstra, vice chair of the IRC

In preparation for the visit, IRC consulted with both the Korean Ministry
Team and the Korean Council.  The ministry team is made up of representa-
tives of several CRC agencies that work with Korean congregations.  The
Korean Council includes all the Korean ministers ordained in the CRC.  From
these consultations we gleaned the following list of churches that we should
visit in Korea:

DaeShin Presbyterian Church of Korea
HapDong Presbyterian Church of Korea
HapDongGaeHyuk Presbyterian Church of Korea
HapDongJeongTong Presbyterian Church of Korea
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